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Cassara Nasaki
The Burning Emperess

C

She despite her brutish behavior, Cassara is
very intelligent. She is analytical and can think
very logically when need be and form effective
plans. While she possesses a strong, raw intellect, she is lacking in her ability to use it. She is
not as learned or as worldly as her parents and
lacks the drive to become so.

Personality

Cassara’s use of her intelligence is also impeded by her emotions. Once emotions run
high, logic and planning are no longer a factor. Upon deciding on a course of action,
Cassara acts quickly, decisively and efficiently
and without second guessing her self until she
either succeeds or her plan proves wholey ineffective.
Cassara has a soft side, shown only among
friends and family. While always sarcastic,
Cassara’s rough edges seem to soften as she
grows to know someone and sometimes can
have very motherly tendencies.

assara is a second generation High Sashni,
born to Kayin and Reese Nasaki. She is
gifted with incredible strength and is a ‘furnace of
spirital energy’, giving her the incredible amount
of power needed to fuel her. Cassara also has a natural empathy toward the Aspect of Fire, allowing
her, in her rage, to produce deadly magical flame.

To most who encounter her, Cassara would
best be described as “A belligerent, cantankerous bitch”. She is opinionated, insertive and antagonistic on a whim, though often she typically
comes off a apathetic.
Cassara is stern and overly judgemental of others, often quick to point out the flaws of those
around her. She is sarcastic, satirical, somewhat
witty and downright vulgar.
Despite all this, Cassara could be described as
a good person (just not a very nice one). While
mean spirited, she has a strong sense of justice and
will strike viciously against people who offend it.
Cassara hates those who use their strength to oppress the weak and, while usually unfriendly, will
often come to the aid of someone who truly needs
it. Often Cassara’s taunting is intended to toughen
people up more then hurt them, though in practice this doesn’t always work.

Appearence
Cassara is a tall and imposing woman. Her
toned, muscled body moves with cold swagger. Her manner of dress -- big boots, billowing long coats and belts a chains -- further
bulks out her size and lends to her intimidating character.

Her black, thick waist length hair is like a lion’s
mane when not combed and her eyes eyes a sinister reddish brown. Her face would be almost
cute on anyone else, but her almost perpetual
scowl and scar running down her left cheek distracts from any innate beauty she might have.
What she does have she does nothing to emphasis or display.
Ignition Trigger
Cassara’s key, innate ability. Cassara’s soul is
extremely empathetic with fire spirits, which she
uses subconsciously to fuel her strength. As this
spiritual energies pool up around her in astral
space, it begins to put pressure on the physical
plane. If enough spiritual pressure builds up, it
will burst into the physical plane.
When this happens, Cassara is engulfed in spiritual flame which tends to blast uncontrollably
around her. This is called the Release. Once the
release finishes, fire spirits will continue to flow
into the physical plane. These magical flames will
wisp about Cassara’s body and, while she is unable to control it directly, will obey Cassara’s subconscious will. The end result is a very angry Cassara who can throw flaming punches, grab and
detonate her enemies and even throw waves of
fire at her enemies. Her control tends to weaken
when she thinks too hard about what she wants
the fire to do and her control is best when taking
impulsive, aggressive actions.

Profile
Pronouncation: ‘kas-R-ah
Age: Born 2000 AD
Gender: Female
Race: Human/Sashni
Height: 6’0
Build: Large and Firm
Eye Color: Brownish Red
Hair Color: Black

Naomi Vos Cruz
The Naive Paladin

Naomi Vos Cruz is a young Astorian Paladin and a member of The Sacred Order of
Saint Alistair. She is a gifted, if somewhat
brash individual.
Personality
Naomi is a friendly and kind individual with a
desire to do good and with a strong sense of justice. When confronted with evil and injustice,
Naomi tends to act fiercely and decisively, showing no mercy until the threat is surpressed.
Unlike most other Paladins, Naomi is not
(quite) as naive and headstrong. She is a capable and occasionally cunning stratagist who
is not above using dirty or underhanded tactics
against unsavory individuals she expects to do
the same.
Despite her good intentions, Naomi can have
a hot and firey temper, especially when questioned negatively about her ethics and beliefs.
while not as naive and headstrong as most paladins, Naomi often has a hard time seeing things
in any way other than Black and White.
Appearence
Naomi is a tall, strong, young woman.
Her long hair is naturally a vivid purple(an
uncommon, but not unheard of trait where

she’s from) as well as deep blue eyes. She is
tall, firm and athletic and overall a very beautiful woman.
Naomi takes great pride in her appearance
and does her best to remain well groomed.
She enjoys wearing Makeup and will often
wear it even if she knows she will be going
into battle
Naomi’s dress and armor vary from time to
time, but generally consists of a black leather
undersuit, well shined silver armor. Atop that
she tends to wear a deep red cape and tabard as well as thigh high leather boots with
a spiked heel. Her midsection usually lacks
plate armor to help increase mobility and is
usually covered by either leather or chainmail.
While her suit of armor and boots are build
with some impractical aesthetics in mind,
it acts with equal efficiency to that of more
practical armor (See Explaination Below).
Casually Naomi tends to wear functional
leather garbs, often covered by elegant robes
or dresses
Divine Zeal
When in desperate need of powerful, Naomi can go into a holy fervor which grants her
significiently increased strength and speed.

Typically Naomi has to charge this ability,
her body radiating with divine heat before
she unleashes her offense.
This is a very draining ability and can cause
physical damage to Naomi if over used. She
can safely maintain a Divine Zeal for little
under a minute, and can maintain it for up
to 5 without sustaining major damage.
Claíomh Solais
Naomi’s sword is an ancient blade that can
glows pure white under direct sunlight. While
the blade is ancient, the hilt and cross guard
are new and a relatively bland black wrap.
The blade is incredibly sharp and seemingly
industructible. More importantly it enhances
and acts as a focus for Naomi’s holy energy.
It can store such energies in a fashion that
would destroy most other blade

Profile
Age: Born 366 CE
Gender: Female
Race: Human
Nationality: Astorian (Spanish Ancestory)
Height: 5’9 (Wears boots to make her appear 6’0)
Build: A tall, thin, athletic build
with long powerful legs.
Eye Color: Deep Blue
Hair Color: Purple

Makoto Shojuro
The weeping Maiden

M

akoto is a Shivic woman born to Koji
and Alexis Shojuro and eventually
taken in by the Nasaki family. She is notable
for her awkward for lack of self esteem, somewhat awkward build and extreme deadliness
with her blade. She is a skilled blacksmith,
trained by her father before his death. She relationship with her mother is strained due to
Alexis’s abuse of drugs and alcohol after Koji’s
death(A vice she possessed prior to meeting
Koji).
Cassara Nasaki Treats her like a little sister
and Kayin and Reese Nasaki consider her an
adopted daughter.
Personality
Makoto is a young, tormented young woman who struggles with depression issues. She
has a predominately negative disposition and
is a constant pessimist. She also occasionally
displays some masochistic tendencies.
Makoto, like many truly depressed individuals, is not an attention seeker and would
rather find ways to be happy then sad. While
initially cranky she enjoys the company of
others and can be a very funny individual.
She is quite lazy and is prone to freeze instead of flee or fight when she feels outclassed.
Though she occasionally does blacksmith

work, as trained to by her late father, she
suffers from a lack of motivation. Her favorite hobbies are mostly electronic or gaming
based. She’s an avid and skilled gamer, often
playing competively. She also maintains and
collects arcade hardware. The arcade is one
of the few places she feels she can act confidently.
Appearence
Makoto is a young, somewhat heavy young
woman of mixed Japanese and German lineage (3/4th Japanese, 1/4th German). she is
a rather tall woman who is somewhat awkwardly proportioned(which is for the most
part hidden by the clothes she wears). Her
skin is a pale white, almost matching that of
paper. Her hair is always bang cut in the front
with the rear either let go or done up in a
ponytail. Her body type seems rather large,
but it’s often hard to exactly tell, since it is
typically hidden under her loose clothing.
In some ways she could be described as
an ‘ugly duckling’, a very potentially pretty
young woman who simply does not fit into
the contemporary view of beauty and doesn’t
quite know how to make the best of her best
features.

Makoto dresses in very loose clothing and
primarily in black and red. She typically
dresses in modern clothes, but is also very
fond of her Japanese clothing (Haori, Kimono and Hakama), though she always to
wear modern footwear. In more modern attire she favors loose baggy jeans, t-shirts and
hoodies.
Shukketsuhime-no-ken
The Shukketsuhime is an odachi carried
by Makoto which physically is noted for it’s
unusual, snake like hamon and boxy, brass
tsuba. The sword was created by her father
on her 14th birthday. When he was assassinated, his blood splattered over the blade,
quenching it.
The sword is virtually indestructible and
channels the spirit of Makoto’s father in
times of great need. It is exceptionally sharp
and effects spiritual and undead creatures in
the same way silver and cold iron would.
The Shojuro line of sword-smithing was
most famous for their odachis, designed to
fight large monsters and beasts. Usually this
sacrifices speed for the striking power necessary to damage such foes, the Shukketsuhime, when wielded by Makoto, does not
possess this flaw, likely due to her spiritual
connection with it.

Profile
Age: Born 364 NE
Gender: Female
Race: Human (Eventual Sashni)
Nationality: Shivic
(3/4 Japanese, 1/4th German)

Height: 5’10
Build: Somewhat large and pudgy
Eye Color: Icy Blue
Hair Color: Black

